For a "people first" policy...

VOTE FOR COMMUNIST CANDIDATES

and take that grin off Harold's face

The Liberals and big business direct their main fire against the Communist Party of Australia. Why? Because Australian Communists wage a consistent struggle to advance the interests of Australia's people at the expense of the big monopolies; because we fight for curbing and controlling both Australian and foreign monopolies and eventually placing them under the rightful ownership of the Australian people; because we fight to replace subsidization to American policies with an independent Australian policy for peace and friendship with Asia and all countries. A vote for these candidates is the Australian people's best answer to the Liberal Government and its "profit first" policies.

VOTE 1 for

N.S.W.: W. J. BROWN (E. Sydney) R. VINE (Bankstown) R. MAXWELL (West Sydney) L. KELTON (Werriwa) J. MUNDEY ( Wentworth) ANNETTE AARONS (Perth)

QUEENSLAND: V. G. SLATER (Griffith) SOUTH AUST.: J. MOSS (Port Adelaide) D. JARRETT (Banka)

SOUTH AUST.: J. MOSS (Port Adelaide) D. JARRETT (Banka)

WEST AUST.: P. TROY (Fremantle) ANNETTE AARONS (Perth)

TASMANIA: M. A. BOUND (Denison)

In ALL electorates — PUT THE LIBERALS LAST

If you want to support, join or know more about the Communist Party of Australia and its peace, higher living standards and socialist policy, fill in this form and send it to the National Campaign Office, 158 Day St., Sydney.

Find enclosed $_________ to help defeat the Liberal Government.

Forward me further material on CPA policy.

Address:

Read Tribune and Guardian — The Facts — Weekly

Authorised by E. M. Burrum, Campaign Director, 158 Day St., Sydney, N.S.W.

Printed by O. B. Young Pty., 21 Ross St., Forest Lodge, N.S.W.

1966 Fed Election

BAN THIS BOMB....

...on 26th November

DEFEAT the LIBERALS—
Government of BIG BUSINESS!

* see p2

BEHIND HOLT'S TOOTHPASTE-AD
GRIN -- what Liberal policy is doing to YOU
WHAT LIBERAL POLICY IS DOING TO YOU

INCREASED
living costs

... and Harold just smiles ...

INCREASED
war suffering

... and smiles ...

INCREASED
foreign take-over

... and SMILES...

LIBERAL policy is nothing to smile about. It spells higher living costs, a stagnating economy, rising unemployment and decrease in value in the dollar. From a leading place in the world in social services Australia has dropped to 14th under the Liberals. Directly due to Federal Liberal Gov't policy, most States face big rises in charges for transport, health, stamp duties, insurance and other living costs. New burdens have been added in the copper and steel price rises imposed by big business — with full Liberal blessing.

LIBERAL policy with its “lottery of death” forces conscripts to die in Vietnam because it can’t get volunteers for this brutal, unjust war. It is a war NOT defending Australia but harming our future as a nation that must live as part of Asia. The longer we are involved, the bigger the casualty list, the more the suffering for Australia’s youth and their families. Liberal policy of “all the way with LBJ” commits us to a course heading to the nuclear brink.

LIBERAL policy is selling Australia’s — binned to foreign big business. The Government’s own Trade Department shows that of 872 manufacturing companies in Australia with foreign capital, 812 are overseas controlled — 506 are completely overseas owned. As Deputy Prime Minister McEwen warned Australia’s heritage is being sold “piece by piece”.

To meet soaring war costs in Vietnam and easing economic problems at home the Liberals plan a new “slag the people” budget if the Holt Government is returned. DON’T GIVE IT THE CHANCE.

PUT THE PEOPLE FIRST

PUT VALUE IN THE DOLLAR — PROVIDE REAL PURCHASING POWER AND BETTER LIVING STANDARDS FOR AUSTRALIA WITH THIS POLICY:

★ Real pay increases — met from profits (ACTU demands for a $4.30 basic wage and a $3.90 margins rise as the starting point.)
★ Federal referendum for strict price control.
★ Federal finance for these public needs:
  (Finance to be found from heavier tax on big business and appropriate reduction in current, excessive $1,000 million a year military expenditure.)
★ Stop our policy being decided by America and change to a “Made In Australia” foreign policy.
★ Honour the Geneva Agreement. Withdraw troops from Vietnam and work for peace and trade with Vietnam and all Asian countries.
★ Recognise People’s China.
★ Public control of Australian industry, not control by home and foreign monopoly interests such as BHP and GMH, more urgently needed than ever as the motor and other industries slump and unemployment trends recur.
No conscription for Vietnam!

SOCIALISM — FOR REAL NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Australia’s a great country — it will truly be an Australia unlimited — a land of “golden soil and wealth for all” when it is owned and run by and for the people under socialism instead of the present “profits first” policy of the Liberals and their big business backers.